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A figure shrouded in rudimentary protective gear emerges from a subterranean gas chamber.
Yellowish gas, likely mustard, billows around this First World War soldier and out onto the
picturesque countryside of Seaford, England. This image, “Gas Chamber at Seaford,” painted in
1918, was commissioned from Canadian war artist and founding member of the Group of Seven,
Frederick Horsman Varley.1
A young girl sits in a wheelchair too large for her slight frame. She is with her family out in front
of a peaked canvas tent; Toronto homes can be seen in the near background. From artist Mary
Kavanagh’s family photo archive, this is an image of the artist’s grandmother convalescing after
contracting the “Spanish Flu” in 1918.2 Born in 1909, Mary Adelia (McQuhae) Kavanagh was
nine years old when she underwent surgery on the dining room table in a bid to save her life.3 In
the photograph, the young Mary can be seen undergoing open-air treatment, which prescribed
patients fresh air and sunshine.4 The Spanish Flu remains the most deadly pandemic the world
has ever known, killing far more people between 1918 and 1919 than died during both world
wars combined.5 Although the origins of this flu are unknown, speculations range from
unsanitary farming and improper food storage to biological warfare or an unforeseen side effect
of the use of mustard gas. Regardless of its origins, the mass movement of soldiers around the
globe hastened its spread.6
Daughters of Uranium follows a line of investigation that simultaneously starts and ends in 1918—
from the body of Mary Adelia (McQuhae) Kavanagh to that of her granddaughter; from the
experience of historic war artist F. H. Varley to that of contemporary war artist Mary Kavanagh;
through the military’s ever-evolving aspirations to create progressively more and more grotesque
methods of destruction that might do so much damage as to render war unthinkable.
F. H. Varley, like most official First World War artists, was commissioned through the Canadian
War Memorials Fund to document the efforts of Commonwealth soldiers. Founded by Lord
Beaverbrook in 1916, this fund was established to record the Canadian war effort in, ultimately,
both world wars.7 Since this time, Canada has nearly continuously had an official war artist
program. The contemporary Canadian Forces Artist Program (CFAP), established in 2001,
supports selected artists to observe and respond to the Canadian military experience through

short-term residencies of one to two weeks that take the artists into contexts of their choosing
wherever Canadian Forces are serving.
As a CFAP artist in 2012–2013, Kavanagh visited Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson in
Anchorage, Alaska where she witnessed an air intercept mission coordinated by the United
States, Canada, and Russia, one of a series of exercises designed to bring the countries closer
together in the global war on terror.8 The resultant short film, Track of Interest: Exercise Vigilant
Eagle 13, considers the spectre of nuclear war through a sequence of double images that juxtapose
military forces with powerful natural forces of the Alaskan North.
Also during her CFAP residency, at Defence Research and Development Canada (DRDC),
Kavanagh filmed the Radiological Analysis and Defence (RAD) group engaged in radiation,
biological, and chemical detection training. Her direct and arresting photographic portraits The
Expulsion (in white) and The Expulsion (in green) depict military scientists wearing protective clothing
designed for use against atmospheric contamination.9 These works, operating somewhere
between photography and video, confront viewers with side-by-side portraits of one man and one
woman fully outfitted in safety suits that are direct descendants of those seen in Varley’s Gas
Chamber at Seaford. Kavanagh’s fluid time-lapse portraits are both subtle and unnerving. The
subjects’ movements are at times imperceptible, but their blinks and smirks are captured while
their suits heave and expand and their masks periodically fog. Referencing the banishment of
Adam and Eve from the Garden of Eden, the portraits offer a reimagining of human-made
demise that feels uncomfortably close. The Expulsion offers a timely critique of the utopian
promise of technologically constructed havens, the illusion of safety beyond the reach of
radioactive and chemical fall-out.10
In order to study the effects of nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons on civilian and military
populations, such weapons and their corresponding safety gear have long been tested on animals.
Daughters of Uranium includes an oddly abject artifact related to this history. A military-issue green
canvas suit made for a small pig is included in the exhibition, displayed under a clear cubic
vitrine.11 The suit’s peculiar proportions—legs far too long for its short body—signal that this
garment was actually designed for a piglet, heightening the experiment’s insidious intent. Pigs

have long been used as stand-ins for humans in medical experiments, as their skin, hair follicles,
and sweat glands are similar to those of humans, with bodies that absorb and expel radiation in
much the same way. Respirators and safety gear worn by soldiers in the First World War, by
atomic test subjects and cold warriors in the Nevada desert, and by Canadian soldiers in
Afghanistan, have all been designed following heinous experimentation on animal bodies—like
that of the piglet which once filled this suit. By exploring technologies of warfare, Kavanagh’s
work reveals the fact that advances in safety gear and training will always traverse advances in
weaponry and tools of mass destruction, perpetually pushing the unthinkable just beyond reach.
A direct line can be drawn from Track of Interest: Exercise Vigilant Eagle 13 and The Expulsion to the
much more comprehensive research project that resulted in the exhibition, Daughters of Uranium.
A 30-minute film, Trinity, around which the entire exhibition is built, interweaves fragmented
narratives of visitors—or pilgrims, if you will—to the Trinity test site in the New Mexico desert,
which commemorates the detonation of the first atomic bomb. The site itself is located on a small
area of land on an active military base12 at the end of a half-mile promenade. At the centre of a
fenced-in circle sits an unremarkable stone obelisk with a simple bronze plaque stating that this is
where the first nuclear device was exploded on July 16, 1945. In the film, a young couple
exchange wedding vows in front of the obelisk, having selected this site for motivations that are
left unclear, perhaps even to them; people describe this place as a monument to the scientific
achievements of the United States of America; and those who visit the location with reverence
and sadness recall how the Bomb changed everything in their lives. Seeds of these stories can be
found germinating throughout the exhibition.
One woman tells a story of the creation of trinitite,13 a new element forged by the melting of
desert sand in the inferno of the atomic bomb blast. Found only in the residual crater area, this
glass was not created on the ground’s surface through exposure to the heat of the blast, but rather
desert sand was sucked up into the void left by the violent force of the explosion where it melted
inside the fireball and then rained down upon the earth in the form of radioactive molten glass.
There is something both biblical and bodily in the image this story conjures. In this creation
story, I see a breath— a great gasp where the Bomb inhales the fecund earth and exhales toxic
glass.

That fierce and toxic breath circulates still, crisscrossing great atmospheric expanses. Blown glass
spheres in the exhibition mirror this image. They were created by Kavanagh emptying her entire
lung capacity to expand these vessels into a corporeal record of her own breathing, creating a
visual, physical record of something intangible. Made with chemistry glass tubing on a lab bench,
they are another rumination on the parallel and opposing realms of scientific advancement,
warfare, medicine, and health. Drawing Breath: Infinity Series (2016–ongoing) likewise records the
artist’s breath through a meditative and almost automatic drawing exercise that inscribes both a
significant and arbitrary marker of time. And finally, the story of trinitite brings us full circle,
reminding us of the artist’s grandmother in 1918, breathing the fresh air prescribed to her as part
of her medical treatment. These relationships conjure the intergenerational nature of warfare,
not only within this project but regarding the legacy of biological, radiological, and cultural fallout, handed down across generations and geographies. In Kavanagh’s work, time does not run in
straight lines but rolls and radiates continuously, rather like a succession of breaths.
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